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Abstract Open service platforms like the OSGi-platform offer a standard, scalable 
way for service providers to remotely deploy their services inside many residen
ti al networks. However, the lack of control by WAN service providers on the horne 
environment together with too complex end-user policy configuration hinder wide
spread e-deployment of services into the horne. Several architectures have been pre
sented for next generation horne networks, coping with the deployment, discovery 
and run-time control of residential services in order to enforce service levels. How
ever, to evolve towards true collaboration scenarios where a service from one service 
provider can interact with a service from another service provider without configu
ration inconvenience, or where a service from one service provider can co-exist with 
an identical service from another provider on the same device, proper security and 
policy configuration needs to be addressed. This paper contributes therefore to the 
already presented architectures by discussing secure remote policy configuration in 
a multi service provider environment. A security framework is proposed based on 
the OSGi specification that limits not-trusted service providers in their control on 
other services. The strength ofthe framework lies in its generic XACML-compliant 
policy configuration module and its compatibility with existing services. This makes 
the framework easy to adopt for remote configuration providers, which allows ser
vice providers to delegate configuration support to a service aggregation provider. 

1 Introduction 

The past three years increased effort has been spent by the academic world, indus
try and standardization bodies to lower the baITiers to integrate wired and wireless 
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horne devices in a vendor-neutral way and turn a house into a smart horne. Organi
sations like DLNA and UPnP Forum have succeeded to specify interoperable mid
dieware blocks to share local media services with compliant output devices spread 
over the horne. These efforts have enabled a new way of digital entertainment allow
ing seamless sharing of music, video and pietures using customer equipment from 
different vendors . Both organizations have their main focus today on discoverable 
media services running inside the LAN environment. As a result these services have 
an inside view of the horne network and hence can use the local network informa
tion in their auto-configuration and or self-healing processes. In contrast to DLNA 
and the UPnP Forum, the DSLForum - which also represents the te1ecommunica
ti on industry and service providers, apart from the customer electronics industry -
is concerned on how service providers can get a view on the individual horne net
work in order to offer predictable QoS like the locally running services can do, and 
thus to enable WAN service providers to cornpete with locally running plug-and
play media servers. The question rises here which WAN service should be allowed 
to discover which other WAN or LAN services, and more in particular which ser
vice should be able to reconfigure or interact with which other services. This paper 
therefore deals with the problem ofhow to remotely enforce unidirectional use of a 
service by another service with no or limited configuration by the end-user, and how 
to deal with overwritten or conflicting configurations that could possibly degrade the 
service level from other services in a multi service provider environment. 

In the remainder of this paper, we will consider a service provider to be a third 
party provider which offers a client-server service to a residential network as de
picted in Figure I. The server part could run on the WAN network or could be 
remote1y deployed into the residential network. In both cases, the service provider 
has interest in knowing which other services are present in the horne network, and 
how the LAN network is behaving, in order to off er predictable QoS. In a multi ser
vice provider environment, where multiple WAN service providers offer IP services 
to a single horne network, it gets more complex as configuration requests frorn one 
service provider could conflict with previous configuration requests. 
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Fig. 1 End-to-end residential selVice architecture in a multi selVice provider environment with a 
single internet access provider 
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In any case we would like to avoid that service providers start competing for ex
ample for shared bandwidth and therefore continuously change each other settings. 
In a more general case, we would like to take a look at the concept of a "con
figuration service provider" that is in charge of the service configuration of many 
other service providers. This type of service provider is also introduced in DSL 
TR-069 WAN CPE Protocol specifications. We contribute to this concept by defin
ing a secure framework to delegate the configuration from a service provider to a 
configuration service provider. Internet service providers could take up the role of 
a configuration service provider for all the services that are offered through their 
internet service and access gateways. 

In the margin of the standardization organisations, a short note can be made on 
"the battle of end-user devices". When looking at the MP3 player market domi
nated by Apple's iPod player, and at the rivaling Microsoft Zune player, it be comes 
clear that the battle on the end-user device is not purely about selling more devices, 
but about installing marketshare for their respective music service providers iTunes 
and Zune.net. The same battle is ongoing between Skype certified devices (Skype 
protocol) and MSN Live compatible devices. These devices contain software that 
acts as (I) device management software, (2) client software to the WAN service 
provider and (3) as local media player. The inherent configuration issues ofmultiple 
service provider environments are however today often avoided by offering dcvices, 
pre-configured by the manufacturer, to work only with a single service provider. 

However, the general purpose tenninals are evolving to support multiple services, 
and thus different service providers become able to provide each a set of services on 
one single device. This leads to a situation were different parties are involved in the 
management and configuration ofhome network resources, as weil as in the service 
deployment. Hence, one should be aware that: 

• Subscribing to different services from different service providers often requires 
a complex re-configuration ofthe tenninal or the horne gateway. While reconfig
uring a device, the integrity ofthe local network and other running services must 
be guaranteed to ensure that instalIed services will not degrade or stop working. 

• Configuration conflicts can arise as a result of applications which are able to pro
vide themselves a certain configuration without intervention of a configuration 
provider or a local user. Also, configurations made by the end user can conflict 
with previous settings executed by service providers. 

The next section ofthis paper describes related work on horne network architec
tures and remote configuration. Then, an OSGi-based security architecture is pro
posed. First, the generic XACML-compliant policy enforcement components are 
introduced. These components comply with the ISO security model on authentica
ti on and authorization. Afterwards, two architectural options are described to deal 
with multi-service provider security using the underlying XACML components. In a 
next section, a remote security interface is proposed that follows the TR-069 require
ments on WAN CPE remote configuration. The complete architecture is illustrated 
with a proof-of-concept implementation in the following section. For two WAN 
service providers, one offering a video service and the other offering a SIP proxy 
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service, the usage of the security framework is discussed. A last section contains the 
concIusions. 

2 Related work 

Several architectures have been presented for next-generation residential gateways 
[2J,[3J,[4J as core component of the smart horne. While each of these architec
tures use their own naming for the subcomponents, the different components can 
be mapped to one of following three layers: a driver layer, a common access layer 
and a service layer. The common access layer consists of both hardware and na
tive software and provides access to hardware devices inside the LAN or WAN. 
The native software could for example provide functionality to guarantee QoS. The 
driver layer acts as a translator between the common access layer and the higher 
level service layer. The service layer consists ofhardware independent services that 
can remotely be deployed by a service provider. These architectures however do not 
detail an additional layer to protect the local services from non-trustworthy service 
providers. 

With respect to security, specifications are discussed in the UPnP Forum [8], the 
Horne Gateway Initiative [5J and also in the latest OSGi release 4 specifications [6]. 
The DSLForum specifications for remote CPE management [7] refer to SSL, IPsec 
and WS-Security as security mechanisms. Although final documents are available 
for UPnP security and OSGi security, it lacks of practical implementations. A main 
reason could be that the configuration of security settings did not get the focus it 
possibly needs to make it convenient to use. With our work, which incIudes a proof
of-concept implementation, we aim to contribute with convenient security config
uration components. To increase the convenience, it is described how the security 
settings can be delegated from local end-users or service providers to configura
tion providers. In addition, we focus on multi-provider environments, where WAN 
service providers can possibly overwrite configuration settings that could degrade 
other services. With respect to multi-service broadband architectures we would like 
to refer also TR-lOl from DSLForum that provides a standardized approach to an 
Ethernet-centric multi-service broadband architecture as weil as a QoS and multi
cast blueprint. 

3 Secure multi-provider architecture 

We consider an end-to-end network with multiple WAN service providers offering 
an IP-based service to one ore more wired or wireless devices in the horne. Two 
alternative architectures will be explained that limit service providers in the actions 
that can be perforrned from a remote WAN-Iocation. The first architecture combines 
an XACML-based policy framework with multi-service-provider security enforce-
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ment to hide certain services from certain service providers. In fact, the framework 
does not restriet the visibility towards the locally mnning services but enforces very 
stringent mIes so that unauthorized service providers will never be able to make 
configuration changes to other services. A second architecture is proposed that in
deed changes the visibility, and also protects the life-cycle actions to avoid that any 
service can start, stop or uninstall a service with too stringent security restrietions. 
Before discussing the two alternative architectures to deal with the multi-service 
provider issues, the underlying XACML policy components are discussed. 

3.1 XACML-based security components 

We adopt the ISO security model for authorization and authentication (Figure 2) 
and apply it to a service-oriented horne architecture that is built upon the OSGi 
framework. 

Fig.2 ISO 10181-3 Access Control Framework 

In the ISO model, the Access Control Enforcement Functions (AEFs) mediate 
access requests and submit decision requests to Access Control Decision Functions 
(ADFs). The ADFs make the final decision to allow or deny the access ofthe target 
by the initiator. The AEF requires Access Control Information. This information 
typically incIudes (I) Initiator information, (2) Request information and (3) Target 
information. 

In order to take adecision, the ADF should first authenticate the initiator. If the 
authentication is successful, the ADP should enrich the Access Control Information 
with contextual Access Decision Information. With this information, the ADF can 
police based on predefined policy mIes. 

The decoupling of the AEF and ADF allows representing policies in a generic 
format while the access control enforcement remains target specific. This way an 
AEF for OSGi services and another AEF for Internet access can both share common, 
generic policies that use the same policy language. 

To control the access to the WAN, to locally mnning OSGi services and even 
to local non-OSGi services, distributed enforcement is needed at the firewall, OSGi 
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service registry and at other services (eg a print server). Although the enforcement 
points are distributed, a central policy repository makes the administration a lot 
easier, and allows for more consistent reasoning about possible policy conflicts. For 
such a central policy repository, it is important to adopt a standard policy language. 
Only then the policies can be interpreted and shared by different applications in the 
horne. With respect to access control, this leads to the standardized specifications 
of XACML. XACML is standardized by the Organization for the Advancement of 
Structured Information Standards (OASIS) and describes both a policy language 
and an access control decision requestJresponse language (both written in XML). 
The policy language is used to describe general access control requirements, and 
has standard extension points for defining new functions, data types, combining 
logic, etc. The requestJresponse language lets you form a query to ask whether or 
not a given action should be allowed, and interpret the result. The response always 
includes an answer about whether the request should be allowed using one of four 
values: Permit, Deny, Indeterminate (an error occurred or some required value was 
missing, so adecision cannot be made) or Not Applicable (the request can't be 
answered by this service). The power of XACML lies in its generic and powerful 
format to describe access policies for any application. Each policy corresponds with 
a single access control policy and is expressed using multiple mIes. Policies can 
be stored in different files, stored locally or distributed, or can be bundled inside a 
PolicySet document. 

The diagram below shows a total view of the end-to-end security architecture 
for secure service delivery in OSGi-based horne environments. The OSGi-based 
security bundles, which mn on the residential gateway, consist of 3 sub-components: 
(I) A TR-069 Security Management Agent (MA), (2) an Access Control Service and 
(3) a Security Configuration Service. 

r=l 
-~ 

Fig. 3 XACML-based security component architecture with central gateway running OSGi 
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3.1.1 TR-069 Security Management Agent 

For each bundle that gets installed via the TR-069 security management agent, the 
integrity ofthe bundle is verified by checking the signedjar file. Ifthe key used for 
the signature is known to the security framework, this means it is stored in the key 
store, then the bundle gets access to all methods offered by the Security Configura
tion Service. These access rights are stored using the XACML syntax. If required, 
these settings can be overwritten in a way that only a subset ofprotected methods is 
accessible by the installed bundle. This fine grained access control mechanism thus 
allows to block service request on a method-Ievel instead of on the service-level. 
This bundle depends on a java TR-069 library and introduces a new new TR-069 
security object "Device.Services.Management.ServiceProviders". This object is an 
extension of a BundleManager object tracking the different serviceslbundles of each 
service provider. The new TR-069 object allows already trusted service providers to 
addJremove their certificates and installluninstaillshare/unshare their services with 
services of other service providers, increasing the configuration convenience for the 
end-user. The TR-069 ServiceProviders object could also act as a TR-069 object 
proxy for any TR-069 configuration request. In that case the proxy needs to extract 
the additional security parameters (retrieved by the SOAP header or SSL certificate) 
enabling the TR-069 ServiceProviders object to identify the origin of the request. 
Based on the origin parameters, the TR-069 ServiceProviders object from the proxy 
can select the corresponding TR-069 configuration object. Based on the origin, the 
TR-069 ServiceProviders object decides if the requested configuration to that spe
cific TR-069 target object is permitted. The communication is typically allowed if 
the origin ofthe request is also the owner ofthe targeted object. 

3.1.2 Access Control Service 

The access control service provides a generic access interface to any OSGi service 
that is protected with a Policy Enforcement Points (PEP). Note that a PEP from 
the XACML specifications corresponds with AEF from the ISO security model. 
Bundles that do not have such a PEP can be automatically modified using an access 
control adder script. The latter creates a new service interface that adds authorization 
to each method, updates the Activator c1ass-file to register the new service interface 
into OSGi and adapts the meta-inf file to inc1ude the necessary java packages for 
XACML support. The access control service has only one method in its interface: 

public boolean requestAccess(Subject s, String obj, String action, List args) 

throws AccessDeniedException; 

By supplying the proper information of the Subject - for example the symbolic 
name of a BundleSubject or the SIP-id of a SIPSubject in case of a SIP proxy ser
vice - and the information on the target service inc1uding the action to perform, the 
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access control service makes adecision whether or not to allow access to the Sub
ject. Therefore, an XACML access request is constructed and matched against the 
XACML policies in the local policy store. For the implementation we considered 
the following requirements: 

• Policy Initialisation: Initial policies of trused services should automatically be 
added to the policy store the first time a service starts up in the OSGi framework. 
These initial configuratons are of utmost importance to achieve a high conve
nience. At any time modifications to the policies can be performed by the local 
user or by the remote configuration server. 

• Highly flexible policies: A (modified) policy can be made up of simple predefined 
functions like string equations or regular expressions or custom made functions. 
These custom made functions can refer to methods exposed by other OSGi ser
vices. Using custom functions one can easily construct accounting policies for 
billing services. 

The Access Control bundle depends on the com.sun.xmllibrary, the javax secu
rity auth library, the Policy Access Point bundle, the Policy Authentication Point 
bundle and the credential bundle. 

3.1.3 Security Configuration Service 

The Security Configuration Service offers the interface to all underlying security 
mechanisms like the XACML policy store, the key store, the RADIUS database 
and the IPtables firewall. This interface is protected with a PEP which makes it only 
accessible for trusted, signed bundles that have access rights for the individual meth
ods. 

3.1 Architecturaloption 1: TR-069 Management Agent with 
multi-service-provider security enforcement 

Service providers can control services that run on a horne gateway using the TR-069 
protocol, sending messages over SOAPIHTTP. In order to enforce strict security 
mIes, each service provider participating in the security framework should authen
ticate itselfto the TR-069 management agent. Three different options are possible: 

• two-way SSL is used between the service provider and the horne gateway; dur
ing the SSL handshake the certificate of the service provider is stored by the 
Management for later use; 

• WS-Security is applied to the SOAP messages including the service provider 
certificate; the security information is stripped from the SOAP header by the 
Management Agent and stored for later use; 
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• the certificate is sent to the Management Agent as one ofthe TR-069 datafields. 
These data is securely sent (at least using a signature to verifY that the message 
has not been modified by an untrusted party) and forewarded to the service man
agement bundle. 

No matter which option is used by the Management Agent to retrieve the origin 
of the service provider that sends configuration requests, the MA should forward the 
security information (or a link to the place where this information is stored) to the 
service management bundle. The latter component will then verifY if the security 
information corresponds with a trusted party by looking up the certificate in the key 
store. Ifthe service provider is trusted then the Multi Provider policy is evaluated to 
verifY if the service provider is allowed to change the policies/configuration of the 
target object incIuded in the configuration request. The multi provider security file 
should incIude the following information, which expresses for each service which 
service provider is allowed to change the (XACML) configuration. 

Fig. 4 A proposal for a multi provider policy format 

Hash of the ter1lfKale 
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Figure 4 depicts a video service that not only can be configured by its owner 
but also by the configuration provider. This multi provider policy file can only be 
updated by the service owner, or by the local administrator (through a confirmation 
pop-up). 

Figure 5 shows how we extend the XACML-based archicture from the previous 
section with a modified Service Management Bundle to allow interaction with the 
multi provider policy file. 

A service provider that wants 10 configure a service on the horne gateway now 
only has visibility on those services for which it has the grants (as stated in the multi 
provider configuration file). The actual access to the individual service methods is 
further controlled by the XACML policies. The result is fine-grained access control 
used in favor of multi provider security. 

Figure 6 shows how the multi service provider security componenls filter the 
view a service provider has on the horne gateway. Service Provider A is a trusted 
service provider and has the grants to configure its own video Service but also to 
modifY the Resource Sharing Frarnework [1] configuration to rnake resource reser
vations in case additional CPU is required to displaya videostrearn. Apart from 
those two services it can also see the untrusted services "XlO" and "back-up". Ser
vice Provider B can only configure its SIP service and the two untrusted services. 
While this configuration restricts the use of a service by another service bundle, it 
does not restrict the visibility of the services offered by the video service or any 
other local bundles. 
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Fig. 5 Architecturaloption I: Secured Management Agent to support multi provider configuration 
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Fig.6 Restricted extemal and internal visibility 

3.3 Architecturaloption 2: Modijication ofthe core OSGi 
framework to add bundelContext security 

An alternative solution to obtain multi provider security is explained in this sec
tion but requires changes to the core OSGi framework. This security solution can 
thus not be added as aseparate bundle by a remote configuration server. It must be 
included in the OS Gi framework jar-file and therefore should replace the existing 
OSGi framework. As a direct consequence of the integration into the framework, it 
has the advantage that the security solution can not be replaced easily by another 
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bundle at runtime. The alternative solution we propose will prevent that a trusted 
bundle will be replaced with a malicious bundle because it is intertwined with the 
core OSGi objects BundleContext and Bundle. Therefore, it will no longer be pos
sible for a random bundle to stop, update or uninstall another bundle. 

The BundleContext object has the global overview on the OSGi registry and thus 
on all the locally registered bundles and listeners (see code listing I below). The 
actual life-cyc\e controlling methods are defined by the Bundle interface (see code 
listing 2 below). By modifying the BundleContextImplementation and Bundlelm
plementation each ofthese methods can be linked to the XACML compliant security 
framework in order to evaluate if the calling party has the permissions to perform 
the life-cyc\e method. 
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Fig. 7 Architectural option 2: Modifications 10 the core OSGi framework for multi proYider secu
rity 

In the implementation ofthe BundleContext object and the Bundle object, each of 
the sensitive operations (installation of a bundle, get Service References) should be 
extended with a condition that first evaluates the permissions of the calling bundle. 
Compliant with release 4 ofthe OSGi specifications, the origin ofthe calling bundle 
can be verified against the bundlename or the bundlelocation. 

The XACML compliant service policies define which actions should be made 
accessible to which other bundles. For OSGi frameworks that are compliant with 
OSGi release 4, the implementation of the bundle interface method "hasPermis
sion" could be linked to the Service Management bundle ofthe security framework 
to evaluate the request for permission. 
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Code listing I - An extract from the BundleContext Interface 

public interface BundleContext { 
public abstract String getProperty(String sI; 
public abstract Bundle getBundle(); 
public abstract Bundle installBundle(String s) ... , 
public abstract Bundle installBundle(String s, InputStream is) ... , 
public abstract Bundle getBundle(long 1); 
public abstract Bundle[) getBundles(); 
public abstract void addServiceListener(ServiceListener sI, String s) 
public abstract void addServiceListener(ServiceListener sI); 
public abstract void removeServiceListener{ServiceLlstener sI); 
public abstract void addBundleListener(BundleListener bl); 
public abstract void removeBundleListener(BundleListener bl); 
public abstract void addFrameworkListener(FrameworkListener tl); 
puhlie abstract void removeFrameworkListener(FrameworkLlstener fl)i 
publie abstract ServiceRegistration registerService( ... )j 

public abstract File getDataFile(String sI; 
public abstract Filter createFilter(String s) ... ; } 

Code Iisting 2 - An extract from the Bundle Interface 

public interface Bundle { 
public abstract int getState(); 
public abstract void start() throws BundleException; 
public abstract void stop() throws BundleException; 
public abstract void update() throws BundleException; 
public abstract void update(InputStream inputstream) ... ; 
puhlte abstract void uninstall() throws BundleException; 
puhlie abstract Dictionary getHeaders(); 
public abstract long getBundleld(); 

publie abstract boolean hasPermisslon(Object obj); .. 
} 

4 Remote configuration interface 

Tbe security settings offered by the OSGi java security bundles can be exposed to 
a remote management server in a generic way adhering to the TR-069 protocol. 
Tbe goal of the security interface is different for the configuration service provider, 
service providers and horne user. 

The benefits for the configuration service provider of a secure remote interface 
should include: 

• centralized set-up oftrust relations by the configuration service provider; 
• centralized policy management by the configuration service provider; 
• provide a generic interface to update policies. 

ServicelBundle providers should benefit from centralized trust relations and be 
able to delegate policies and their management to a central policy store owner. Horne 
users should benefit from new trusted services without any additional security con
figuration. 
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The security interface we propose is transparent for the TR-069 Management 
Agent (MA) (Figure 8. Hence, this MA has no knowledge about the security data 
model but is only involved in translating TR-069 messages in generic java calls. 
In particular for security configuration, a security data model has been defined that 
allows configuration of (1) physical credential/policy stores, (2) add credentials (cer
tificates, passwords, etc.), (3) add policies and (4) configure visibility. 

Fig.8 Transparent TR-069 Management Agent. 

Each TR-069 configurable entity is required to expose its functionality through 
the generic TR-069 java interface (orange diamonds in Figure 8. However, the im
plementation of the interface is different for each of these entities. The following 
three methods should be supported: 

setParameterValues(TR090bject(I args) returns TR69Result[1 
getParameterValues(String[1 keys) returns TR690bject[1 

getParameterNames(String parameterPath. boolean nextLevel) returns 
TR69Parameter [I 

The first function, setParameterValues, sets the parameters, given by their name 
(full path), to a certain value. This function can be used to adjust a policy, a creden
tial or a visibility. The argument is an object that combines a key (parameter name) 
with a certain value. 

The second function, getParameterValues, retrieves the values ofthe listed para
meters, given by their names (full path). The agument is an array of strings contain
ing parameter names with their full path. 

The third and last function ofthe TR-069 interface, getParameterNames, returns 
a list of all parameters with their name (with full path) and an indicator wh ich in
dicates wh ether or not the parameter can be changed. The boolean argument ofthis 
function indicates ifthe parameters ofthe next branch(es)/Ievel also need to be in
cluded in the result. 
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5 Proof-of-concept implementation 

The targeted setup ofthe demo is shown in figure 9. The setup contains ahorne net
work, representing a horne environment of a potential customer, and a broadband 
network representing the real internet with numerous service providers. The horne 
network has a desktop PC with a softphone, a browser and an OSGi framework in
stalled on it and the gateway runs a captive portal, web server, authentication server 
and another OSGi framework. The goal is to illustrate how a video service can be 
configured by its service provider - or a configuration provider - to be paused by a 
trusted VoIP/SIP proxy as soon as a valid phone call is received. 
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Fig. 9 Collaboration scenario: Configuration of aremole video service 10 be interrupted in case of 
incoming VoIP/SIP calls. 

Two service providers are part of the proof-of-concept: service provider IBCN
Ugent and service provider RnD. 

A standard non-protected video service from provider IBCN is parsed by two 
scripts two add the required security support. The first script, named the Access
Control-Adder tool, adds fine-grained access control to the video service to allow 
security enforcement on method level. The second script adds a signature ofthe ser
vice provider to the jar-file, together with an XACML default policy file. The video 
service is implemented as a UPnP controlpoint for the UPnP video player provided 
by VideoServiceGUI.jar. The controlpoint exports this (Access Controlled) service 
to the OSGi framework and so enables other bundles to control the UPnP video 
player. The use of these actions is controlled by the XACML based security frame
work. 

Service provider RnD offers two services that would Iike to interact with the 
video player from service provider IBCN. The two services are VCRRemote and a 
SIP Proxy service. 
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Using Ihe TR 069 "Devicc.Scrviees.Managemenl.Service Providers" objecl, Ihe 
service providers can addlremove theil certificates and instalVuninstalllsharelunshare 
Ihe ir services with services of other service providers. We have opted for architec· 
t'J raloption 1 to have a security framework that is decoupled from the OSOi imple
mentation vers ion. We used the Knopflemsh implementation of OSOi. 

First, the certificates of the trusted service providers need to be added 10 the 
central certificate store. When a service provider wants to add his cert ificate, a pop
up is shown asking to approve the addition o fthe certificate 10 your keystore (Figure 
10). Once accepted, one can start insta ll ing services ftom the corresponding service 
provider on your gateway . 

01<0> . _ _ .. 

. -
----

Fi&. 10 After user approval (Olle (liek) lhe PEP from the Securily Conligural ion Serviee pennits 
Ihe installa1ion of a lrusled cer1ificllt. 

When installing a service of a known service provider, the Securi ty Framcwork 
will ask 10 confinn the ins tallation ofthe new servicelbundle. Allempts ofunknown 
service providers to install services are ignored. When a (s igned) service is installed, 
it can also make use of thc Seeurity Framework. This makes it possible to create 
own policy andlor credential stores conlaining service dependant da ta. In the demo 
scenario, first Ihe certi ficales or the two service providers IBCN Ind RnD Ire added 
10 the loeal keyslore. ARerwards IVideoService from IBCN and a VCRRemote 
from RnD are installed. The instalIed services are signed and thus have access to the 
Security interfaCe. When the VideoService starts, it w ill ereile a new polieystore 
and wri tc the defauh Iccess polieies 10 it (Figure 11). A S IP-Proxy service, insta l1ed 
on the gateway by provider RnD, could now request the VideoService to pause Ihe 
video p layer whcn detecting an incoming phone eall . 

The default polieies however make the VideoService init ially o nly accessible ror 
Ihc VideoRemote service of IBC N. Conscquently, allempts of the VCRRemote or 
SIP- Proxy service 10 use the VideoService will rail (figure 12). 

The policies o fthe VideoService will now be remotely updated according to an 
o ffline agreement bctween IDCN Ind RnD to share their services in I col1aboration 
scenario. Upon agreement, service provider IBCN can configure its services 10 be
come shared with RnD . From now on, nolh the VCRRemote and the SIP ptoxy 
service of service provider RnD can use the pauze function of the VideoService, 
provided by IDCN . Figurc 13 illuSltaleS the XACML pennil-dccision message. 
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-----"' .. 
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~--.::-

Fig. 11 At initial start of the trusted video service, all default policy settings are added to a central 
repository made available to a configuration provider via the TR-069 interface. 
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Fig. 12 The default configuration does not allow the VCR Remote service to access the video 
service 

- .. ~:---_. 
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Fig. 13 VCR Remote from service provider RnD is granted to pause the video service. The 
XACML permit-decision message is shown. 

When the agreement comes to an end, IBeN can again unshare its services for 
RnD as iIlustrated in Figure 14. 
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Fig.14 The video service is no longer accessible for services from provider RnD (Access Denied). 

6 Conclusions 

WAN Service providers need (at least limited) control on the residential network 
and the locally running services, to be able to otTer end-to-end predictable service 
levels. Only then they are able to compete with local plug-and-play services which 
usually have a full view on the local network and its resource usage. In order to limit 
the view of WAN service providers on the residential network, a security frame
work is needed. This paper has discussed n XACML-based security framework, 
with two architectural options to extend the framework for multi-service provider 
environments. It was the aim ofthe security framework to allow convenient remote 
configuration of any service by a remote configuration provider, and to avoid con
flicting service provider configuration. With a proof-of-concept implementation it 
is illustrated that the framework not only eases configuration of a single service, 
but also allows to configure in a generic and secure way collaboration scenarios be
tween service providers. The latter implies that the security framework also allows 
to deny untrusted service providers to extend their view on the horne network be
yond the view on their own service. The framework has the additional advantage 
that it remains compatible with existing OSGi services by simply extending these 
services with a 100% automated script to add a signature and access control exten
sions. These scripts aim to further ease adoption of the proposed security approach 
by WAN service providers. 
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